Why are Amazon, Google and other American
giants funding those who oppose abortion?
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Some big techs and other big multinationals have an ambiguous attitude towards the right to abortion.
There are those who, on the one hand, support their employees in facing the costs of certain medical
treatments, such as abortion, and on the other, finance political groups opposed to voluntary abortion.
This is the case of Amazon, which together with 12 other companies since 2016 has guaranteed
substantial donations to three associations that oppose the right to abortion. To shed light on the story is
Popular Information, which revealed how in the last five years the giant founded by Jeff Bezos, together
with Google, Coca-Cola, Walmart, Wells Fargo, General Motors, Walgreens, Comcast, At & T, Verizon,
Citygroup, CVS and T-Mobile have together sent more than $ 15 million into the coffers of three antiabortion political associations. The winners were the National Republican Senatorial Committee, the
Republican Governors Association and the Republican State Leadership Committee. During the last five
years, the money donated by Amazon to the three organizations that are fighting to cancel the abortion
amounted to 974,718 dollars. Paradoxical because in recent days the same company announced the
coverage of travel and accommodation costs of up to $ 4,000 per year for each employee intending to
undergo a series of medical treatments, including abortion. The discovery of funding for anti-abortion
groups has sparked a very strong reaction. This you? “Amazon has donated $ 974,718 to anti-abortion
political committees, including $ 75,000 to the NRSC, $ 789,718 to the RGA, and $ 110,000 to the RSLC.”
– USMC36 (@ cms36) May 4, 2022 Meanwhile, anguish is mounting, after it is discovered that the
Supreme Court is preparing to declare the right to abortion unconstitutional across the United States,
overturning the historic Roe vs Wade ruling of ‘ 73. Amazon, we said, supports workers who will have to
abort but reside in states where abortion has become illegal, such as Texas. In doing so, he followed the
lead of other companies, such as Apple, Bumble, Levi’s, HP and Citygroup. The latter has announced
support for its workers in response to the law passed by the governor of Texas, Greg Abbot, which does
not allow the termination of pregnancy in any case in which the heartbeat of the fetus occurs. But like
Amazon, Citygroup has also provided financial support to anti-abortion groups for the past five years
(paying them $ 685,000). The list of companies, with their respective figures, which in the last five years
have financed three political groups that oppose abortion The most generous companies towards the
three political groups that do not admit the right to abortion are Coca-Cola (2,624 million dollars) and
General Motors (2.405 million dollars). Behind them is Comcast (1.869 million), then AT&T (1.472 million)
and CVS (1.380), while Google stopped at $ 525,000. While many companies have not answered
questions from the American press for the double-sided attitude, Walmart told Insider it “does not lobby on
the issue, but supports groups on both sides.”
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